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Whether buying or selling businesses, the ability to understand and
communicate the pension and post retirement obligation issues involved
will help to optimise the financial and process aspects of the transaction.
Why pension and post-retirement obligations can be deal-breakers: Long-term retirement obligations could
be around for another 80 years or so. The valuation of such obligations is inherently volatile, and there are not
necessarily sufficient or appropriate assets to back these.
There are a maze of unknowns which, once allowed for, can materially impact on what is deemed an appropriate
purchase or sale price; or indeed on whether a deal is feasible at all. Employers on both sides should understand:
 the funding level of retirement schemes and the degree of prudence inherent within the funding
assumptions/valuation agreements;
 the risk exposures within the asset funds which are in place to back the liabilities;
 the existing legislative framework in the jurisdictions that the arrangements are in;
 the “unknown” promises which may have been agreed outside of traditional retirement frameworks;
 the implications on cash, P&L and balance sheets following a transaction; and
 the impact of possible “poison pills” and special beneficiary protections for future merger & acquisition activity.
Retirement obligations can lead to potentially costly surprises so employers should understand what can and
can’t be negotiated within M&A activity.
STAGE 1 - Preliminary assessment

STAGE 2 - Investigate & negotiate

STAGE 3 - Post-deal implementation

 Up-front identification of pensions
“red flags”

 Full financial due diligence on
pensions risks, undertaken in context
of overall deal

 Set up new of interim pension
arrangements (if required)

 Reality check on pension costs
(accounting and cash) and
valuations

 Advice on deal documentation
 Support on vendor negotiations

 Assessment of pension implications
of post-deal strategy

 Assistance with regulatory clearance
(if relevant)

 Advice on negotiation strategies
with vendor

 Planning/mitigation of pension
risks post-deal

 Headline regulatory issues

 Liaison with lawyers and other advisors

 Represent company in negotiations on
funding/investment
 Preparation of company accounting
figures
 Implement risk-management strategies
on adopted pension risks
 Preparation for future
sales/transactions

How our service can help your business
 We will help you understand what assets and obligations you will be taking on or transferring as part of any
potential transaction, and the options for negotiating on this
 We will help you identify “red flags” for a particular transaction early in the process
 We will help you understand the accounting implications of entering into potential transactions
 We will help you model and quantify future costs and risks within “best case” and “worst case” scenarios
 We will help you ask the required legal questions efficiently
 We will help you by providing input throughout the negotiation process
Example
A major business was looking to acquire another multinational organisation. For any deal to proceed, the
business would be required to take on all the pension commitments of the potential acquisition target.
High level “red flags” very early on indicated that the UK obligations being acquired could be subject to
a material deterioration in funded status at the next triennial valuation (with knock-on implications for
cash contributions). In addition, the accounting implications on acquiring a number of the international
arrangements in question would not be cost-neutral once differences in international and local accounting
standards had been allowed for. The business proceeded with the acquisition, but at a materially lower
purchase price to cater for the pension risks, shortfalls, and costs being taken on.

Contact us to find out how we can help your business
If you have any questions on this, or any other items within the LCP corporate pensions toolkit, please contact:
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LCP is a firm of financial, actuarial and business consultants, specialising in the areas of pensions, investment,
insurance and business analytics.
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